
Time
What then is time?  If no one 
asks me, I know what it is.  If I 
wish to explain it to him who 
asks, I do not know.!
!
St Augustine
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Take Away Messages
❖ We all have a workable understanding of what time is and how 

it can be used.!

❖ We understand time as a “dimension-like” entity!

❖ We define “events” in terms of space-time!

❖ But time, unlike other dimensions (eg length, bredth, width), 
time seems to have a direction!

❖ Entropy may help explain this direction… The  “Arrow of Time”!

❖ The Past Hypothesis
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Definitions
❖ The dictionary says “the indefinite continued progress of existence and 

events in the past, present and future regarded as a whole”!

❖ Wikipedia says “time is a dimension in which events can be ordered from 
the past through the present into the future and also the measure of 
durations of events and the intervals between them”!

❖ Key to these definitions!

❖ How we use time.  Our understanding of time.!

❖ A direction:  The “Arrow of Time”!

❖ Significant differences between the past and the present.!

❖ “Time is nature’s way to keep everything from happening at once”  
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Our Understanding of Time
❖ We use time to help define events!

❖ “My Doctor’s appointment is at 11:30 tomorrow”.!

❖ We often use spacial plus temporal references to define the event.!

❖ Without the inclusion of the reference to time, the notice is incomplete.  The event not well 
defined.!

❖ Note the implicit assumption that the time mentioned is somehow unique.!

❖ We use time to order events!

❖ “I plan to have a drink after this lecture” or “He dropped the glass and it broke into a 
thousand pieces”.!

❖ This use may be linked to cause and effect.!

❖ We use time to measure the “duration” or “extent” of events!

❖ “My talk will take 1 hour”.
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Past vs Present vs Future
❖ We also share an understanding of the difference between the past and the 

present and the future.!

❖ Cause and Effect!

❖ Causes always precede effects!

❖ Question:  Does this property of causes suggest a direction of time or is it 
merely a linguistic quirk?!

❖ Epistemic access!

❖ We know things about the past.  We don’t know things about the future.!

❖ Question:  Newtonian physics suggest with perfect information we 
would know things about the future.
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Measuring Time
❖ Time measuring methods have changed over time!

❖ Issues with measuring time include!

❖ Accuracy and precision of measurements!

❖ Repeatability and transportability!

❖ Defining the second!

❖ The second is the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation 
corresponding to the transition between two hyperfine levels of the ground 
states at 0

o
 K of the Cesium 133 atom.  !

❖ Why do we assume all Cesium 133 atoms behave the same way.!

❖ Best clocks measure frequency with an error of around 1 in 10
15
!

❖ Not very portable
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Philosopher’s View
❖ Ontology — What actually exists.  Realists say time and space exist apart from the human mind.!

❖ Two Viewpoints!

❖ Presentism — Time is a fundamental structure of the universe.  (Newton)!

❖ A dimension, independent of the events which occur in Time.  We move through time.!

❖ Only the present is real.!

❖ Issue:  If we move through time, what is the rate of flow?  A second per second?!

❖ Eternalism (4-dimensionalism)  (Leibniz, Kant)!

❖ Time is not a container that we move through.  It is not an entity that flows.  Time is a priori.!

❖ Time is a part of a fundamental intellectual structure (together with space) that which humans use.!

❖ All points in time are equally “real”.  The future exists the same way the past exists.!

❖ “Space and time are the framework within which the mind is constrained to construct its experience of 
reality” I. Kant.!

❖ Some form of externallism —- a “block universe” is in favour with physicists!

❖ Question:  Is externalism consistent with an “eternal” being or force?
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Issues: The Arrow of Time
❖ Part philosophy, part physics!

❖ Why does time have a direction?!

❖ Why and how does the past differ from the future!

❖ Cause and Effect!

❖ Time Travel!

❖ Entropy!

❖ The Past Hypothesis
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The Arrow of Time
❖ Intuition says time has a single direction.!

❖ There is “movement”.!

❖ Inherent in our understanding is the idea of change!

❖ Macro level irreversibility.!

❖ Epistemic access!

❖ We know things about the past.!

❖ Second Law of Thermodynamics seems to suggest a direction of 
change.!

❖ Time flies like an arrow.  Fruit flies like a banana.
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Laws of Thermodynamics
❖ 0.  If 2 systems are each in equilibrium with a third 

system, they are in equilibrium with each other.!

❖ 1.  Energy can be neither created nor destroyed!

❖ 2.  The entropy of an isolated system, not in 
equilibrium, will tend to increase over time, 
approaching a maximum at equilibrium.!

❖ 3.  As temperature approaches absolute zero, the 
entropy of a system approaches a minimum.
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What are these “laws”?
❖ Not acts of Parliament!

❖ Generalisations based on “un-contradicted” observation!

❖ Inductive reasoning!

❖ Perhaps even common sense!

❖ What about !

❖ Law of Gravity!

❖ Attraction proportional to mass and inversely to the square of distance!

❖ But then again, what about dark energy!

❖ Law of large numbers!

❖ Proof using Chebyshev’s Inequality!

❖ Laws of Thermodynamics
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Second Law of Thermodynamics
❖ Second Law of Thermodynamics says entropy “always / tends to” increase!

❖ We will come back to what entropy means.!

❖ Scientific laws are simply general observations that have not yet been contradicted!

❖ The “always” means !

❖ this applies in a closed system!

❖ as far as we can tell so far!

❖ globally… there are many local counterexamples!

❖ When you say something “always” changes in a certain way, you are suggesting an 
“arrow of time”!

❖ Past v Future!

❖ Cause and Effect
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Past v Future
❖ We remember the past.!

❖ Memories and artefacts!

❖ We can actually look into the past.  !

❖ Light from distant galaxies reveals events that occurred long ago.!

❖ We believe we cannot make changes to the past, but can about the future.!

❖ Differentiating between the past and the future provides evolutionary 
advantage.!

❖ The real issue is not whether or not there is a difference, but what is the nature 
of that difference.!

❖ Again, see entropy.
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Cause and Effect
❖ Causes precede effects!

❖ Metaphysical view rather than pure physics!

❖ Asymmetry of causation dictates the arrow of time.!

❖ Issues!

❖ Distinguishing cause from effect in a non-arbitrary way.!

❖ Circular arguments!

❖ Not very explanatory!

❖ Einstein suggests there is no “absolute time”.  Therefore it is not possible 
to always say “Event A occurred at the same time as Event B” or even 
“Event A occurred before Event B”.
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An Example

❖ Muons travel into the future!

❖ Well, not really.  Actually…!

❖ Cosmic rays (protons) crash into earth’s atmosphere at very high speeds!

❖ The protons smash into atoms creating pions and other elementary 
particles.!

❖ Pions decay quickly into muons (about 15-20 km above the earth)!

❖ The muons should themselves decay after travelling about 1 km, but 
they do not.  Many reach the earth’s surface.!

❖ They reach the earth because their “clock” is slowed down.
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Entropy
❖ Entropy is a measure applicable to many different disciplines.!

❖ Entropy has many applications!

❖ Sometimes called a measure of the number of ways a thermodynamic system 
can be arranged.!

❖ Sometimes a measure of disorder!

❖ Sometimes a measure of information content!

❖ Entropy is NOT the same thing as complexity.!

❖ According to the Second Law of Thermodynamics!

❖ Entropy tends to increase!

❖ Fuel gets spent
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A Little Probability
❖ Probabilities are a measure of how likely something is to occur.!

❖ We assign a probability of 1 to an event that is sure to occur.!

❖ We assign a probability of 0 to an event that will not occur.!

❖ We often estimate probabilities by looking at the past and counting relative 
frequencies.   And we often scale probabilities so that they sum to 1.!

❖ An Example — dice!

❖ A fair dice has 6 sides and when rolled and each side is just as likely to come 
up as any other.  !

❖ So we assign 1/6 to the probability of the number 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 
coming up.!

❖ And we would assign the number 0 to the probability that 14.3 would come up. 
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Entropy: The Formula
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Back to the Dice
❖ In the case of the dice, all of the probabilities are 1/6.  So….!

!
!

❖ Also, if the dice were loaded so that only two outcomes were possible (say 1 and 6 AND 
they were both likely), the entropy would be log 2.  Which is less than log 6.  The loaded 
dice has less uncertainty.!

❖ Also note that if I had 193 equi-likely outcomes, the entropy would be the log of 193 which 
is a lot bigger than the log 6.!

❖ The points to remember:!

❖ The larger the number of outcomes, the larger the uncertainty, the larger the entropy.!

❖ The “flatter” the probabilities, the larger the uncertainty, the larger the entropy!

❖ Therefore, there are more higher entropy states than lower entropy states.
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Properties of Entropy
❖ Adding or removing impossible events does not change the entropy.!

❖ Rearranging the events doesn’t change the entropy.!

❖ The larger uncertainty, the larger the entropy.!

❖ Entropy is a “convex” function.!

❖ It has a maximum at the equiprobable distribution!

❖ Back to my motivation!

❖ Think of the relative frequencies in the any language.  These can be thought of as 
probabilities.!

❖ The entropy can be calculated on text (even if the letters are permuted) to help detect 
and identify the underlying language.!

❖ The entropy of normal English text is around  2.8 (using log2).  This suggests that about 
2.8 bits are needed to specify an English letter.  Think about Morse code.
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The Past Hypothesis
❖ Think of the universe with all its particles with their various states.  

In theory the entropy could be calculated based upon macroscopic 
states.!

❖ Whatever that value could be, it should tend to increase (2nd Law).!

❖ There are a lot more ways the universe can have higher entropy 
than lower entropy.  !

❖ But there is nothing to assert that entropy was lower anytime in the 
past.!

❖ So we are missing an anchor for the arrow of time.
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The Anchor

❖ We need an anchor.!

❖ An assumption that at one time, the universe was in a 
state of lower entropy than it is now.!

❖ Physicists hypothesise such a low entropy state.!

❖ They call it the big bang.!

❖ Ta Dah
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Past Hypothesis 
+ Second Law

❖ Given the low entropy of the Big Bang and the 2nd Law of 
Thermodynamics we have a consistent and perhaps credible 
explanation for the arrow of time.!

❖ Because there is no “Future Hypothesis” anchoring the 
future, we can assume that entropy will continue to increase.!

❖ All fuel will be spent.!

❖ And eventually, the arrow of time will stall.!
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Past Hypothesis 
+ Second Law

❖ Given the low entropy Big Bang and the 2nd Law of 
Thermodynamics we have a consistent and perhaps credible 
explanation for the arrow of time.!

❖ Because there is no “Future Hypothesis” anchoring the 
future, we can assume that entropy will continue to increase.!

❖ All fuel will be spent.!

❖ And eventually, the arrow of time will stall.!

❖ The End
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